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tional and cultural aspects of the agency will be discussed
later, though one may note in passing the renovation of
nearly eighty million books, chiefly in school and public
libraries. Even the harshest critics admitted that the WPA
greatly enhanced convenience, sanitation and neatness among
American communities. In a less tangible way the WPA's
ideal of equal employment opportunity regardless of race,
color or creed—though occasionally violated in the South
respecting the Negro—had also a salutary effect upon the
spread of practical democracy*
The record of a single fortnight's activity, selected at
random, offers a hasty map of the various zones in which
government through the WPA touched the daily life, par-
ticularly of disadvantaged groups. During such a period in
January, 1940, a million and a quarter attended naturaliza-
tion, vocational-training, art, nursery and other classes;
seventeen thousand completed immunization for smallpox,
diphtheria or other diseases; a quarter of a million received
medical and dental examinations and treatments;' and more
than a million attended twenty-five hundred free musical
performances.
At first the average community hailed the WPA as a rich
bargain in whose sunshine civic improvements might flower
after a long winter of municipal deficits and the restraints of
a group-poverty complex* To get new bridges, parks, assem-
bly halls and public golf courses "at a little more than half
of their cost to the local taxpayers," as a Middletown edi-
torial phrased it, was blandishment indeed. Uncle Sam was
regarded somewhat naively as a fount of beneficence quite
unrelated to the citizen's pocketbook. As time wore on, how-
ever, the expectation of steady funds and eagerness for still
greater sums battled in the citizen's mind with worries about
bureaucracy, the coddling of loafers and the decline of states'
rights*
For obvious reasons, chronic WPA workers were apt to
be less efficient than the cream of man power skimmed re-

